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Analysis 

Background 

It is believed that the future of private transport 

will include electric cars as a way to reduce 

carbon emissions and the dependence on oil for 

transport energy (on average an electric car 

uses only 10-15% of the energy used by a 

petrol/diesel car).  A number of motor 

manufacturers, including Nissan, Peugeot, 

Renault, Mitsubishi and Citroen, are launching 

Electric Vehicles (EVs); and others are soon to 

be released, such as BMW and Honda.  In the 

USA, the home of the internal combustion 

engine, Accenture are forecasting 1.5 million 

electric vehicles there by 2015. Over 10 million 

electric vehicles are possible by 2020, especially 

if oil prices continue to rise as battery prices fall.  

Developing these new vehicles requires large 

financial investment and must be based on 

financial viability and the confidence that there 

will be a demand for such vehicles. 

In supporting an EV at present, charging is 

largely expedited at home using a standard 3 

pin plug in a normal domestic socket.  Indeed, in 

supporting this, the Nissan, with their Leaf 

model, has the inclusion of a fitting service for 

charging points at home, through an agreement 

with British Gas and some of the post 

manufacturers specifically manufacture a home 

charging post. 

 

However, one barrier to the rolling out of the 

vehicles is their limited range (mainly less than 

100 miles on a single charge).  Potential users of 

these vehicles feel they need the freedom to 

travel further and recharge when out and 

about.  In order to overcome this “range 

anxiety” the further development of public 

charging points is being developed.  

 

The following report sets out how far the range 

of public charging points has reached, what 

these developments have to teach us and what 

is the potential for the development in Western 

Somerset and beyond.   

Learning from Others 

There are already examples of public or semi-

public charging points being installed and these 

are providing the baseline of information for 

those organisations rolling them out elsewhere.   

Issues such as how the electricity is paid for and 

the mechanisms for usage are beginning to be 

learnt.  In London, where charging points have 

been installed as part of a large programme, 

residents can purchase an electronic key along 

with their parking permit from their council.  

This key enables them to use charging points.  

These charging points currently enable 
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‘standard charging’, which uses a 13A single 

phase current and on average the charging time 

is 6-8 hours to achieve a full charge, with a 

maximum power transfer of one hour’s worth 

of power providing for approximately 10 miles 

of travel.  Therefore, the maximum permitted 

stay for on-street charging bays usually being 3-

4 hours during the day, users can expect to 

achieve at least 80 per cent of their vehicle’s full 

charge.   

There have been issues in London however that 

a key bought in one borough cannot be used to 

access a charging point in a neighbouring 

borough.  Issues such as this need to be dealt 

with by organisations with the authority and 

remit to handle them.  This issue for example, is 

now being addressed at a governmental level 

and keys are to be made universal.  The London 

Partnership has produced some useful guides – 

Guidance for Implementation of Electric Vehicle 

Charging Infrastructure by Transport for London 

and also An Electric Vehicle Delivery Plan for 

London published by the Mayor of London. 

There are other large schemes in cities and over 

wide areas, such as the North East.  Support has 

come from a range of Government initiatives 

and organisations; the “Plugged in Places” 

initiative, the Technology Strategy board, the 

Regional Development Agencies, Local 

Authorities and, quite often, a wide partnership 

structure incorporating private sector 

organisations and electricity supplier funding. 

In addition, there is a UK directory of Electric 

Vehicle charge points provided by EV Network 

UK; a membership organisation (although by no 

means exclusive).  There are ninety two 

members listed at the time of writing this 

report; although the UK shows the South West 

as conspicuous with few charging points.  Their 

useful guides include “Why install charging 

points?” and “Low cost charge point guide.”  

Further lessons can be learnt from 

supermarkets; putting in points on individual 

sites using different post suppliers or the Irish 

case, using Electromotive points run by the Irish 

Electricity Board (the “Juicepoint” scheme). 

Overall, schemes across the UK and around the 

world are providing evidence of the speed of 

development of electric cars and the 

infrastructure to support them.  One 

observation is that there seems to be an organic 

growth of the latter; resulting, potentially in 

inconsistencies and potential compatibility 

issues between schemes.  The example of 

China’s intention to set up 10 million park and 

charge points by 2020 is a stark one of the way 

that centralised strategy can more efficiently 

drive a network forward.  On the other hand, 
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there can also be criticisms of such an approach 

in accounting for local issues, equality and 

benefits to local communities.  The following 

sections set out some of those issues.   

The Present Situation 

Economic 

The economic interest in EV vehicles and, by 

implication, the infrastructure that will be 

required by its development, has been driven in 

recent years by a variety of factors.  A 

significant world-wide recession, pressures on 

budgets; whether personal or within the public 

or private sector; has intensified the attention 

on issues around the economy.  Awareness has 

focussed on scarce natural resources such as 

water, oil and land for food production and 

basic items such as heat, food and travel have 

increased in cost, and this has been 

compounded by the high level of 

unemployment and increasing inflation.  In 

particular, the increase in oil prices and the 

concept of “Peak Oil” (the end of the “age of 

cheap oil”) has focused interest on a number of 

alternative options for maintaining 

transportation accessibility and at a national 

level, retaining the present transport 

infrastructure at reasonable cost. 

 For many years Research and Development has 

been undertaken by motor manufacturers in 

this area.  However, in recent years, this work 

would appear to have intensified, to the degree 

that there has been a range of cars developed, 

built and made available.  These types of 

developments represent a huge commitment of 

resources by these manufacturers and this 

money is invested on speculation of a mass 

market demand and satisfactory return on 

investment.  The marketing at this stage is still 

tentative and there is some evidence that the 

new car franchises are slightly uneasy about 

their ability to sell these vehicles to a mass 

market without a guaranteed infrastructure to 

support it.   

The hybrid market through, for example, the 

Toyota Prius, was not reliant on the 

development of a new infrastructure to support 

it.  However, the new all electric vehicles (EVs) 

have more of a reliance on this; whether 

through home or workplace charging or through 

publicly available means; the last of these being 

a charging point infrastructure.  The 

development from internal combustion, 

through hybrid to full electric cars has been one 

discussed at length within the industry.  The 

New Automotive Innovation and Growth Team 

(NAIGT) have set out a “road map” (Figure 1 - 

The Car Development Road Map (NAIGT)) as to 
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Figure 1 - The Car Development Road Map (NAIGT) 

 

 

how they see phasing from one element to the 

next.  It assumes a number of development 

breakthroughs yet to come.    

 The investment in infrastructure to assist in the 

marketing of EV cars; the availability of a 

network of places to charge them; has also 

picked up in recent years.  The infrastructure 

developments in London have provided an 

example of the commitment of funds to “pump 

prime” the development of the market.  In 

urban areas, in the capital for example, the 

economic sophistication of this infrastructure is 

linked to the well developed Transport for 

London network; also including buses, 

underground trains, and congestion charging.  It 

provides the grounding for the new Electric 

Vehicle Charging Network – Source London – 

launched in spring 2011.  Being able to link this 

initiative into an already existing network 

creates huge economies of scale; added to the 

advantage of the population intensity of such a 

huge urban area.   
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Economic advantages to be gained by 

individuals within central London create 

significant incentives.  Electric charging points 

for refuelling /charging or parking advantages 

are intensified in central areas of London, 

particularly when complementing the 

congestion charge.  Despite the, perhaps unfair, 

comparisons to more spread out areas of, for 

example, rural West Somerset, with little 

existing comparable infrastructure,  advantages 

still  remain.  The combination of initiatives, for 

example by combining with tourism, can be 

seen and the lessons learned from other 

projects and schemes.    

Social 

Within the context of a fundamental change in 

the way that society operates there is the 

opportunity to rectify some inequalities 

resulting from the present structure within 

which people access services.  A rural area, such 

as a large area of Somerset, demonstrates 

inequalities which result in the isolation of 

individuals.  The ability of many people to 

access fundamental services (health, education, 

shopping, and entertainment) worsens as the 

cost of transport increases.  This additional cost 

of operating transport is passed on and the 

ability to sustain any level of such transport is 

diminished.  Access to services via public 

transport (buses are already heavily subsidised 

by an overstretched County Council) can only 

diminish and the Community Transport 

Services, so vital in a rural area such as that of 

Somerset, are finding it more difficult to sustain 

any efficient level of service to their customers; 

by definition, those most in need of the 

services. 

Therefore, the present increase in the price of 

fuel serves to exaggerate the inequalities in 

access to services.  It is noticeable within the 

Western Somerset area that some of the 

keenest to provide EVs are the Community 

Transport Operators.  Cost savings in the face of 

large increases in the price of petrol and diesel 

are being sought as a fundamental element in 

providing their services.  Although the cost of 

energy through the “grid” itself is undergoing 

large price increases, the costs are still 

significantly cheaper than oil based options.  In 

addition, the operation of renewable 

alternatives is also possible and increasing.  This 

provides local operators with the opportunity to 

generate their own power and further subsidise 

the cost of running their vehicles.        

Choices for those wishing to lead a more 

environmentally friendly lifestyle, in terms of 

travel by EV, whilst maintaining their standard 

of living are limited if the charging 
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infrastructure is not in place.  The Government 

have provided financial incentives for 

purchasing the cars, the manufacturers are 

developing and launching a range of models and 

government funding is available to support this; 

This investment and opportunity is not 

geographically biased, but the lack of 

infrastructure in some areas limits the 

exercising of choice for individuals particularly 

within rural areas out of reach of the cities.   

EVs are well suited to city driving culture and 

the suburbs, and the economies of scale for 

funding such ‘Plugged in Places’ can be 

understood.  However,  as rural communities 

are relying more and more on independent 

travel with the decline of local services e.g. 

shops and buses, so cheaper alternatives for 

travel within these areas becomes increasingly 

important for these communities to thrive as 

the price of oil continues to rise. 

Technological 

The technological aspects of Electric Vehicles are 

being developed at a very fast rate.  As “early 

adopters” purchase their cars now, so 

improvements are being made to the efficiency 

and technology of those cars superseding them.  

At present, part of the issue around “range 

anxiety” stems from the limited ability of the EVs 

to travel a sufficient distance before needing to 

be charged again.  The 100 mile distance is the 

milestone at the point of writing this report.  

Some of the generally available cars are now 

achieving this and undoubtedly the range will 

improve with each model.  Although most 

people are unlikely to travel in excess of this 

mileage on a day to day basis; between home 

and work, for example, where opportunities to 

charge may well be available, there is a 

perception that the charge will run out and no 

opportunities available to top up.  This model of 

behaviour is based fundamentally within the 

present culture.  At present there is no 

opportunity to “fill up” at home or work, 

generally, and there is a reliance on the ability to 

find a filling station nearby and in rural areas, 

particularly, there are few filling stations.  

However, whether the change is as much 

psychological, cultural or behavioural, the 

requirement to remove barriers to accessing the 

new technology is needed. 

At the same time, the post technology itself is 

still in development.  Many of the issues in 

setting up a successful EV infrastructure are 

based around consistency.  This may be in the 

form of conformity of types of sockets or 

common payment “top up” features which 

people can use wherever they might be in the 

country.  Again, inconsistencies will provide a 

barrier to the nationwide (or even international) 
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perception of EV vehicles as the credible 

alternative to Internal Combustion and thus 

slowing the market for the cars themselves.  

Ecological 

The ecological argument against the internal 

combustion engine is based around both 

consumption and emissions.  Simplistically, the 

input; the oil based fuel; is derived from a non 

sustainable resource which is becoming harder 

to access (deep sea sources and oil sands for 

some oil derivatives now being used).  Whilst this 

does not suggest that oil is, by any means, 

running out; it does mean that it is becoming 

more expensive and degradation to areas from 

where it derived continues.   

From the emissions perspective, man-made 

contribution to climate change is well 

documented, and the proportion of this resulting 

from vehicle emissions is huge. 

Massive improvements and efficiencies in fuel 

consumption are being made by many vehicle 

manufacturers.  The legal (licensing) framework 

is providing some pressure to reduce harmful 

emissions from vehicles and the manufacturers 

are responding to this.  At the same time fuel 

consumption is very impressive with many 

vehicles. 

The emissions from EVs, themselves is certainly 

less than “conventional” vehicles having none 

coming directly from the vehicle.  However, the 

creation of the energy and, perhaps, issues 

around emissions, is dependent on where the 

energy supplying the electricity originates.  A coal 

powered power station, for example, providing 

the electricity is also providing fuel to the car 

from a non-sustainable origin and, to some 

extent, depending on its type, emitting green 

house gases into the atmosphere, albeit some 

way from the vehicle itself.   
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Table 1 - Summary of studied potential environmental impacts by vehicle type (assuming a Grid mix for 
2020) for a single vehicle over vehicle life (180,000km) 

Environmental 
Impact 

Electric 
Vehicle 

Internal 
Combustion 
Vehicle (ICV) 

Units Context 

Climate change  11,656  24,650 kg CO2e  
 The EV has less than half the impact of the ICV in 2020. 

 The EV result is dependent on the proportion of renewables and nuclear supplying 
the National Grid, which will increase in line with Government policy. 

Air acidification  56.2 44.8 kg SO2 eq 

 ICV emissions occur at the tailpipe, potentially in more sensitive environments such 
as urban areas. By contrast, EV emissions occur at power stations supplying the Grid 
(particularly coal) which are generally in out-of-town locations. 

 23% of the EV impact occurs outside the UK due to extraction of materials for battery 
production; therefore the potential impact in the UK is comparable for the EV and 
ICV. 

Photochemical 
oxidant 
formation 

3.6 7.4 
kg ethane 
eq. 

 EV has about half the potential impact of the ICV. The ICV impact is mainly due to 
petrol, which has almost twice the impact of diesel due to emissions of carbon 
monoxide and non-methane VOCs. 

 A proportion of the ICV emissions will occur in more sensitive environments, such as 
urban centres. EV emissions occur mainly at power stations in out-of-town locations. 

Non-renewable 
resource 
depletion  

76.9 161.0 Kg Sb eq. 

 The EV impact is significantly less due to reliance on more abundant resources (coal 
and gas supplying the Grid) in comparison with oil supplying fuels for the ICV. 

 EV impact will continue to decline with greater use of renewables supplying the Grid. 

Water use 34,306 1,541 Litres 

 The EV requires substantially more water consumption than the ICV. One-third of this 
water use is due to refining of lithium salts outside the UK. 

 The remainder is due to water losses eg from cooling towers, at power stations 
supplying the Grid. This arises from the extra 1% or less of electricity required from 
the Grid to charge EVs, which is negligible in comparison with electricity generation 
to meet all other needs. 

 EV in-use water demand equates to about 8% of an individual’s 

Waste 
generation 

57.6 0.7 kg 

 86% of EV waste generation arises from extraction of materials for the batteries, 
outside the UK. 

 In-use waste generation for the EV comes from the nuclear contribution to the Grid. 

 Over 99% of waste is overburden, which is material that is temporarily moved at 
mines.  

This is not reflected in these figures. 

Aquatic 
Ecotoxicity 
(freshwater)  

33.7 40.5 
Kg DCB 
eq. 

 79% of the EV impact arises from extraction of materials for the batteries outside the 
UK. 

 EV in-use impact is markedly lower than for the ICV (18%). 

Eutrophication 2.7 5.7 
Kg PO4 
eq. 

 EV impact is less than half that of the ICV. 

 >80% of the EV impact is in the UK. 

Human Health 1261 721 
Kg DCB20 
eq. 

 >50% of the EV impact is due to extraction of materials for the battery outside the 
UK. 

 Emissions contributing to the human health impact for the EV in-use are roughly half 
the in-use impact of the ICV. 

 Some ICV emissions occur at the tailpipe (43% combined) and may therefore be 
emitted in more sensitive environments eg urban areas. In-use EV emissions occur at 
power stations mainly located away from urban centres. 

Noise 
68.8 – 
68.2 

75.6 – 71.4 dB(A) 

 Results are for a van – the EV provides a “distinct noise advantage”. 

 EV drivers will need to become accustomed to high speeds without significantly 
increased engine noise. Pedestrians and other road users will need to become 
accustomed to quieter vehicles. 
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In addition, the issue of depletion of resources 

continues with the continued production of cars 

of whatever nature.  A switch to EVs does alter 

the relative resource implications, however, for 

producing and running those vehicles as follows: 

 Aluminium relative demand may 

increase in the drive to create lighter 

vehicles to increase battery driving 

range. 

 Coal relative demand may increase due 

to the increased demand for electric 

power plant output for plug-in electric 

vehicles, if the power is from that 

source. 

 Copper relative demand may increase 

due to the high copper content of 

electric motors used to power the 

wheels of electric cars. 

 Corn relative demand may decrease due 

to the reduced use of liquid fuels, of 

which ethanol is a component, and for 

which corn is an important feedstock. 

 Natural gas relative demand may 

increase due to increased demand for 

electric power plant output for plug-in 

electric vehicles (gas being a major 

energy source of electricity generation). 

 Lead relative demand may increase due 

to possible increased use of lead-based 

batteries in some electric vehicles, but 

may be relatively flat if other metals are 

the battery base of choice. 

 Lithium relative demand may increase 

due to the use of lithium in some 

percentage of electric car battery 

systems. 

 Nickel relative demand may increase 

due to the use of nickel-based batteries 

in some percentage of electric car 

battery systems, but may be relatively 

flat due to possible preference for other 

battery materials. 

Figure 2 - Material Demands and electric vehicles 
(The Market Oracle, January 2010) 
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 Oil relative demand may decrease due to 

lower demand for gasoline for which 

electricity would be the substitute. 

 Platinum relative demand may decrease 

due to smaller catalytic converters, or 

due to a lower rate of replacement, as a 

result of lower average gasoline 

consumption per driven mile per vehicle. 

 Uranium relative demand may increase 

due to the increased demand for electric 

power plant output for plug-in electric 

vehicles (uranium being a significant 

energy source for electricity generation, 

particularly in some countries). 

 Zinc relative demand may increase due 

to the use of zinc-based batteries in 

some percentage of electric car battery 

systems, but may be relatively flat due to 

possible preference for other battery 

materials. 

This issue around the origin of power provides, 

to some, a more difficult proposition, when 

much of the South West Electricity Companies 

are French owned; and a proportion of that 

power is provided from a nuclear source. 

However, the provision of an EV infrastructure 

would appear to provide the opportunity of 

choice.  The local provision of renewable sources 

of electricity; either directly to the source 

supplying the power to the post; or as part of 

feeding in to the “grid” (thus subsidising the cost 

of the power) provides an element of choice and 

flexibility.    

Media 

The view of the media for Electric Vehicles is very 

variable but has a potentially huge impact on the 

take up of EVs.  Whilst raising the profile of 

Electric Vehicles within various media, the 

attitude to the new vehicles has been mixed.  

“Stunts”, such as the BBC reporter Brian 

Milligan’s 434 mile trip in an electric mini, have 

been variable in quality.  The undertaking of such 

trips have received significant criticism as not 

being a fair portrayal of electric cars; using an 

inappropriate vehicle (although the suggestion 

was that it was more affordable) and an 

infrastructure which is only in its infancy would 

seem to be inappropriate; certainly the forums 

following the trip and industry media have stated 

this. 

It is difficult to ascertain the impact of negative 

press but the increase in press coverage overall 

would seem to be a positive.  More significant 

news around the growth and support of electric 

vehicles is carried less in the newspaper press.  

Stories such as the intention of China to set up 

10 million park and charge points by 2020 was 

carried in industry press and specialist press such 
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as Business Green but failed to make the general 

media. 

The support of and success of hybrids, 

particularly in the form of the Toyota Prius, 

would seem to be helpful with the support of 

“Hollywood” actors and it would be hoped that 

development into greener technology would 

help to develop the media buy-in.  Support from 

such as Robert Llewellyn, presenter and actor, is 

helpful but the tie-ins to such characters beyond 

a niche and more mainstream in the media’s 

eyes are likely to create a greater and more 

positive image.   Kylie Minogue’s recent 

advertising campaign with the Lexus Hybrid 

would seem to have a greater impact on the 

mainstream media. 

Serious public commentary is also suggesting EVs 

as a serious part of the development of the next 

generation of “alternative” options.  The March 

5th edition of the Economist, for example, 

commented on the “2011 oil shock”; a 

commentary on oil prices as a result of the crisis 

in Libya (and beyond).  It set out a “silver lining” 

as far as the vulnerability of oil; the “to do list” 

was specifically “Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 

and pricing carbon.”   

Stunts and gimmicks would seem to indicate a 

general reluctance of the general press to accept 

EVs as an expected norm.  However, it would 

seem that even with a mix of newspaper 

coverage; cynicism from such as the Daily 

Telegraph but a more straight (if not outright 

support) from such as the Guardian means that 

there is the beginnings of an open and public 

discussion around the possibilities of EVs.   

Political 

The impetus from Government around the 

development of Electric (and other) vehicles is 

one very much stemming from the need to 

lower emissions.  The Department of Transport, 

Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) is a 

cross-Whitehall team that has been established 

to manage this programme of measures.  

Comprising people and funding from the 

Departments for Transport; Business, 

Innovation and Skills; and Energy and Climate 

Change; OLEV is responsible for taking forward 

a national policy on this shared agenda. 

OLEV is not only concerned with ultra-low 

emission vehicles, however. Technological 

developments are also delivering significant 

efficiencies in the fuel economy of 

conventionally fuelled vehicles; and OLEV is also 

responsible for managing the regulatory 

framework that is driving emissions from road 

transport down. 
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The seriousness of political intent is often 

shown by the willingness to invest government 

money.  On the 14 December 2010, an 

announcement was made detailing the nine 

cars eligible for the Plug-In Car Grant (allowing 

buyers to claim back 25 per cent of their new 

electric car’s value, up to a £5,000 limit) which 

will be starting on 1 January 2011.    

The second wave winners of funding under the 

Plugged-In Places (now ended) were also 

announced in December 2010.  The five 

successful areas that bid for Plugged-In Places 

funding were The Midlands, Greater 

Manchester, East of England, Scotland and 

Northern Ireland, who will share £20m to 

further the development of the ultra-low 

carbon infrastructure, installing 4,000 more 

charging points in the coming years. These new 

zones join round one winners London, Milton 

Keynes and North East England that will install 

over 11,000 charging points across the three 

regions by 2013. 

Investments of funds has also been made 

through the Government’s arms length body, 

the Technology Strategy Board whose 

investments have included the Ultra Low 

Vehicle Demonstrator Competition; an 

investment of up to £20m. Investment through 

them now includes a feasibility studies 

competition, opening on 7 March 2011, looking 

to invest up to £1 million in highly innovative, 

vehicle-centric, industry-led projects targeted at 

disruptive technology (those breaking away 

from the traditional) and research that 

challenges current conventions – exploring new 

boundaries or adapting novel technologies to an 

entirely different field. 

There seems to be genuine political 

commitment to alternative, low carbon options 

and the will to, at least, assist in the 

development of EV infrastructure.  This 

commitment with the focus on shifting 

decisions to be made at a local level would 

seem to pave the way for support for 

community led EV infrastructure projects, and 

the benefits that this could achieve in terms of 

economic, environmental and social gains. 

Legal 

The local legal implications of the new 

technologies are relatively small as the 

intervention caused by the installation of points 

is a relatively small undertaken (relative to, say, 

a garage or set of buildings).  Planning guidance 

has to be noted and abided by without 

significant amounts of work.  A good working 

relationship with the relevant planning 

authority is very important.  In addition 
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Planning Magazine also reported on the 

government intention to relax the planning 

implications for EV Infrastructure. 

The wider implications are more around a set of 

standards for the points themselves.  Consistent 

standards of equipment, for example, do make 

the process easier.  At present, the decision 

around types of socket to be used universally 

Ethical 

There are a number of social aspects which 

consideration within the project.  One has been 

discussed as part of the social environment, 

above.  The increase in prices of oil creates a 

polarity between those who can (and can 

continue to) afford personal transport and 

those who need access to services through the 

help of others; perhaps public or community 

transport; but that transport option becomes 

increasingly limited. 

The other societal implication is one of the 

levels of production of green house gases and 

the impact this has on global climate.   

Overall, the behaviour of and impact on local 

communities are implicated within this project 

and the approach it should take.  It could be 

suggested that a locally focused economy 

provides less need to travel and so less need to 

produce green house emissions regardless. 

The UK coalition government’s “Big Society”, 

with its ethics based within community self-help 

and localism, should provide the driver to a 

more locally caring society based on a localised 

economy.  Part of the ethic behind this should 

be a more equitable society.  It is difficult to 

see, at the time of writing this report, whether 

this will come to fruition as this is coinciding 

with an economic downturn and massive Local 

Authority budget cuts; elements which would 

seem to be undermine the cultural ideal.    

Western Somerset 

As the initial potential area for the roll out of EV 

infrastructure in Somerset and beyond, 

Western Somerset’s issues are typical ones to 

select.  It is a rural area with a sparse population 

which makes running an efficient public 

transport service, for example, very difficult.  

Consequently, a lot of journeys are made by car.  

As a result the carbon footprint of individuals is 

quite large.  By providing a network of charging 

points; which have the option of supplying 

electricity made from renewable sources; it 

makes it possible for local people to choose an 

alternative to the combustion engine reduce 

their carbon footprint. 
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In this respect, it should be possible to ensure 

that the energy supplied through the points in 

Western Somerset is from renewable energy 

sources.  Conversations have begun with green 

energy suppliers about their involvement in this 

project.  

There is an opportunity for Western Somerset 

to pioneer a system which has both a universal 

access key so people can travel around the area 

without concern about charging and also a 

system that is accountable to the local 

community.  For this reason it would seem 

entirely appropriate to establish a community 

based organisation to manage the points.  

The area covered by the points and the 

provisional positions of those points; based on 

interest, orders or logical logics; to date are set 

out in Figure 3 - Proposed Sites in Western 

Somerset.    
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Figure 3 - Proposed Sites in Western Somerset 
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The Infrastructure Project – Threats, Opportunities, Weaknesses, Strengths 

This section sets out the outcomes of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) 

analysis around a potential project which would begin in Western Somerset Area; with the 

suggested/probable points covering an area from Taunton into Exmoor National Park; and developing 

further into Somerset and beyond.  The following table describes these elements in the order of Threats, 

Opportunities, Weaknesses and Strengths; moving from the influences of external elements, Threats 

and Opportunities; to the inherent Weaknesses and Strengths of the project and capacity of the scope 

and (potential) stakeholders of the project.  
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Threats Opportunities 
 There is a lack of Government grant funding for the 

project as it stands.   

 The size of the model may not provide a rigorous 

economic case to attract enough interest to create a 

co-ordinated scheme that would bring the most 

benefits to the area (the sum of the whole being 

greater than that of the original parts). 

 Potential for advertising at the location of the post for 

funders – however, there is potential through the 

members’ web communications. 

 Potential for local economic activity in terms of 

installing the infrastructure. 

 Potential to encourage private and public sector fleets 

to convert to electric. 

 Opportunities to promote Tourism locally and across 

the South West via a linked scheme 

 Promotion of local businesses through publicity – 

linkage to national directory and also set up local 

website and support for local communities.   

 Opportunities for communities to obtain home 

charging points at a preferential rate.   

 Opportunities for publicity and a showcase for the Big 

Society and community empowerment 

 A linked scheme would enable community membership 

and building up of networks possibly with other users 

within similar schemes in other areas.   

 Opportunities for local electric distribution network 

operators and electric supply companies to invest.  

 South West should ensure compatibility over whole 

region and consider branding the scheme. 

Weaknesses Strengths 
 Lack of compatibility between and within regions 

could be a problem 

 Hosts of points do not always receive the payment 

for the electricity used. 

 Culturally, charging for the electric within the 

schemes has not been accepted as mainstream. 

 New funding, through the feasibility studies 

competition, which openED on 7 March 2011, the 

Technology Strategy Board is looking to invest up to 

£1 million in highly innovative, BUT vehicle-centric, 

industry-led projects targeted at disruptive 

technology and research. 

 Government is behind both the concept of a 

community run scheme and is encouraging uptake and 

development of electric cars. 

 Media are likely to run with the electric car 

developments and uptake, as the price of oil increases. 

 As electric cars become a mass market product, prices 

will decrease and the uptake is likely to. 

 The project strongly delivers on environmental and 

social grounds and to some extent on economic 

grounds. 

 

Table 2 - Project SWOT
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Market Analysis 

The General Drivers to EV 

The market demand for EVs is unclear and 

much will depend upon the escalation in the 

price of oil and the payback period.  Oil prices 

are very vulnerable to external influences.  The 

impact of the leadership crisis in Libya (March 

2011) and, as a consequence, the sudden rise in 

oil prices has provided a reminder of these.  

Similar crises in other places could generate 

worse surges in oil prices; a similar crisis in 

Saudi Arabia with, in many ways, a similar 

democratic base to Libya, would have a much 

larger impact on oil prices than that generated 

by Libya as the former contributes a larger 

amount of oil to the world market.  It is clear 

that the expression of this vulnerability is 

becoming much clearer; media reporting linking 

to petrol prices on the forecourt bring this into 

a population’s consciousness.  It should be 

added that the impact of the Middle East is in 

relation to its limiting of supply and the 

subsequent impact on price, rather than a 

direct impact of where the oil itself comes from.  

In fact, in 2008, 31 million tonnes or 66% of the 

47 million tonnes of crude oil imported to the 

UK came from Norway. The next largest single 

sources were Russia (12%), Nigeria (4%), with 

Libya supplying only 4%.  Over the last five years 

there has been relatively little change in the 

source/destination of crude oil traded by the 

UK, although Russia has become a more 

important source of imports and Germany has 

increased its share of UK exports. 

The media is now covering the possibilities of 

the EV market and this alternative is entering 

the public consciousness.  The political will in 

the UK, despite economic restrictions, seems to 

be there.  Political will abroad also seems to be 

following this pattern; albeit in places like China 

the commitment is more centralized than the 

UK and the suggested numbers are much 

greater. 

Locally, there seems to be universal support.  

The development of such an infrastructure is 

supported and conversations with a range of 

groups have shown that the development of 

the EV market will be much accelerated the 

actual infrastructure coming first. 

Individuals’ Behaviour 

Analysis indicates the type of individual 

behaviour which form the basis for a move to 

EVs (see Table 3 – Motivations and behaviours 

of individuals) 

Given the needs to support such habits, the 

development of the physical infrastructure 

would seem to be relatively low cost (when 
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Table 3 – Motivations and behaviours of individuals 

 Generally, a very high percentage of trips are below 10 miles for the most common trip 

purposes. The main exception to this rule being business trips, and to some extent commuting.  

 Commuting is the trip purpose with the single highest contribution to overall mileage, with 

commuting trips accounting for around a quarter of all car miles driven.  

 The NTS data suggest that two-thirds of drivers rarely exceed 40 miles per day.   Element 

Energy’s analysis states that on a particular day around 80% of all trips and 44% of the total 

mileage is due to vehicles that complete a daily distance of less than 40 miles.  

 The vast majority of car-owning households have access to either off-street parking or on-street 

parking near home. Access to parking (including off-street versus on-street) is strongly linked to 

area type. 

 If EVs with a technical range of 100 miles were to fully replace incumbent cars in the UK, the 

above analysis suggests that up to around 59% of all UK car-km could be done by EVs relying on 

home-charging only. This figure rises to 73% if on-street charging were available.  

Element Energy’s EV Infrastructure Report, 2009 

 

compared to the building of a filling station, for 

example).  Therefore, the cost in achieving the 

benefit would seem hugely favourable. 

The British motor industry is on line to receive a 

7-billion-pound boost from the purchase of EVs 

between 2011 and 2014, according to a survey 

by GfK Automotive.  The survey found 1.8 per 

cent of people would "definitely" buy an 

electric car by 2014, taking the number of 

electric vehicles to more than 300,000 cars, 

when considered over the total car-buying 

population of 19.8 million households 

(International Business Times, 2 February 2011). 

With the Nissan Leaf as a bench mark, the 

electric vehicle market would be worth £7.2 

billion by 2014. An additional three per cent of 

respondents, or 500,000 of all car buyers, said 

they would consider buying an electric car. They 

cited concerns of battery life for their 

uncertainty and another 64% were concerned 

about price, the survey said.  The firm predicted 

electric cars will account for one in 20 of UK car 

purchases by 2014, based on current sales 

levels 
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As for individuals, Nissan's director of product 

planning, Mark Perry, quoted on 

AutoblogGreen data, based on 19,000 

Nissan Leaf pre-orders in September 2010, set 

out a buyer profile as finally emerged: 

 

“They are very tech savvy; they are college 

educated and most drive less than 50 miles per 

day. Home ownership is a big component of the 

profile. And they've got garages.” 

 

 The average buyer of a 2011 Nissan 

Leaf is 45. 

 The typical buyer has an income of 

about $125,000 a year 

 Buyers list energy independence and 

environmental consciousness as primary 

motivators for choosing the Leaf. 

 

This profile of a typical EV customer bears little 

resemblance to the demographic profile within 

Western Somerset.  However, it does resemble 

the type of customer at the vanguard of new 

technology;   “early adopters.”  With the cars 

themselves still relatively expensive and 

unavailable compared to their petrol driven 

equivalents, it is not surprising that there is low 

take up to date of the vehicles.  The incentives 

to purchasing have only recently appeared; the 

£5,000 discount for such vehicles (December 

2010), the cars with longer range and new 

advertising campaigns; the impact of these are 

yet to come. 

 

The local demographic suggests a longer 

timescale before a significant local uptake of 

the vehicles.  The Office for National Statistics 

shows in the District of West Somerset, for 

example, a potential decrease of 19% in the 

numbers of 35-49 year olds between 2007 and 

2031 (2006-based Sub national population 

statistics, 2008).  At the same time ONS projects 

that the number of over 65 year olds will 

increase by a significant 67%; from 10% of the 

overall population to 16.7%; with the 

population also growing older (Life expectancy 

is high: 78.9 years for men, 82.1 years for 

women).  

 

The emphasis for transport may be more 

associated, therefore, with access to services 

(shopping, medical, social).  It could be that the 

need for affordable transport may place the 

onus on public or community transport 

operations.  These operators are equally in 

need of affordable options and an 

infrastructure to support it. 

 

At the same time there are significant visitor 

numbers.  Minehead, for example, has a 

permanent population of around 12,000 which 

increases to 35,000 in peak season months 
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(West Somerset Economic Strategy, 2009).  It 

contains Butlins (which is also its largest 

employer), has the beginning of the South West 

Coast Path on the sea front and is adjacent 

Exmoor National Park and Quantock Hills Area 

of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  Exmoor 

National Park itself receives around 1.4 million 

visitors per year.   

 

The elements of an aging population set against 

a large visitor contingent do suggest a need for 

mobility for a large number of people.  At the 

same time the area is also one of very sensitive 

and vulnerable landscapes to environmental 

impact.  Mitigating environmental damage in 

the context of such mobility suggests the need 

for a “cleaner” option.  To some extent this can 

be expedited though walking and cycling visitor 

alternatives.  However, for a significant number 

of people the option will need to remain as a 

motorised one and, so inevitably, the most 

economical way to do this.   

 

The Western Somerset Economy 

The West Somerset Economic Strategy (2009) 

shows that although the increase in population 

across Somerset is largely attributed to inward 

migration of working age people, the District of 

West Somerset is the exception and projections 

are that inward migration is more heavily 

weighted towards retirees; leading to a rapid 

increase in older residents (see previous 

section). This may provide opportunities for 

retail and related sectors, while there are also 

likely to be opportunities for the care sector, 

although many jobs in this sector tend to be low 

skilled or low paid with little career progression. 

 

 A projected decrease in the number of young 

and middle aged people in the District (see 

above) means that West Somerset will face a 

challenge in terms of the overall size of its 

workforce, which is set to shrink slightly in the 

future. This poses a particular challenge as 

there will be little opportunity to grow the 

economy through creating large scale 

employment. 

 

In 2006 there were just over 11,000 people in 

employment in West Somerset businesses 

(although this does not account for those living 

in West Somerset and working in neighbouring 

Districts, and the self employed – of which 

there are around 3,900). A period of 

employment growth in the period 2002 to 2006 

followed a decrease in employment between 

1998 and 2002. 

 

West Somerset has witnessed a degree of 

transition from industrial based occupations to 

service based, demonstrated by an overall 

decline in the number of manufacturing 
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Table 4 - Reporting facilities available 

 No of users per period (day week etc) 

 Power consumption 

 Post in use/vacant 

 Length of time points have been in use 

 Variable billing 

 Visits per user to a specific charging point 

 

 

workplaces and a significant increase in the 

number of workplaces in the banking and 

finance sector. However agriculture is still a 

significant sector in terms of the number of 

businesses. The economy is dominated by micro 

enterprises employing less than 10 people 

(these account for 88% of the workplaces in the 

district and 34% of the employment base). 

However levels of enterprise in the District are 

generally low and there is evidence of a 

stagnant business base brought about by a lack 

of competition in the market and well 

established customer relationships and business 

networks. This means it may be difficult for new 

enterprises to break into the market, while 

there is also little incentive for businesses to 

innovate or invest. 

 

The concentration of employment is around the 

more urban areas; Taunton and Minehead, for 

example.  There is, 

therefore a need to 

travel but also a 

significant number of 

relatively low paid 

jobs.  West Somerset 

shows average 

earnings per week 

by residence are 

nearly £70 below the 

national average of 

£422.90. 57.5% of people travel to work by car, 

well below the average of 65%.  However, 23% 

of households in West Somerset spend more 

than 10% of their income on fuel. 

Logistics - Points and Suppliers of 

Electric Charging Points 

There are 4 main suppliers of charging points in 

the UK – Chargemaster, Electromotive, 

PodPoint and APT Technologies.  Each has 

varying costs, services and facilities which are 

compared in Table 5 - Electric Post Supplier 

Comparison Matrix .    

The following technical details need to be 

clarified with the post manufacturers.  The data 

was collected from available public sources at 

the time of writing.  However, it provides a 

framework for comparison and for the decisions 

that need to be considered for the project.  For 

example, the 

availability of a 

fast charge 

option, upgrade 

to multiple 

charging, 

networking 

facilities for 

customers and 

post owners 

(see below) and 
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Figure 4 - Approximate costs for EVCP equipment and installation 
 (Transport for London Guidance)  

also services provided from the post supplier.  

Reporting options from the various charging 

schemes also vary and need to be considered – 

see Table 4 - Reporting facilities available. 

There is no single supplier who could deliver on 

all of the particular requirements of this project.  

Delivering a bespoke option will require 

involvement of the post manufacturer in being 

able to supply the requirements of the project. 

The cost comparison of post implementation is 

detailed in Figure 4 - Approximate costs for 

EVCP equipment and installation, below.   It can 

be seen that the Open Access points (whereby 

the post owner foots the bill for the electricity 

used) are much cheaper to install but this 

approach would be more difficult to 

incorporate into the project model.   It is 

envisaged that a restricted access type of 

scheme would be most beneficial, which would 

enable a networked pay-as-you-go approach.    

 It is important to consider not only the 

comparative costs of the charging points, but 

also the systems and services which are offered. 

As such, the costs and structure for the project 

have been developed on a linked recharge (pay 

as you go) type of network, whereby the user 

pays for their electric usage by joining a 

networked scheme.  Benefits from this 

structure include economies of scale, wider 

publicity and more scope for creating income 

streams.  
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Table 5 - Electric Post Supplier Comparison Matrix 

Feature Electromotive APT Chargemaster Pod-Point 

Variable voltage  Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Upgrade in future - - Yes Yes (As modular) 

2 car charging No Yes 
 

Yes Mode 1 and 3 facility on one post (web page 
down) 

Fast charge  Yes Yes Yes (2x speed of 13A)Mode 3 
capability 

Yes (32A).  Pod Point Home and Power 32 

Combi charge   13A and 32A on one post Yes Pod Point Power 32 

Rapid charge (DC)     

Home charge   Yes Yes also fast charge available 

Mono charge   Yes Yes 

Restricted Access Yes Yes Yes  Yes 

Open Access -   Yes - 

Access method 
 

Yes?  RFID 
 

Access and 
prepayment tags 
through RFID 

RFID tags Yes through charging tags 

Existing tag 
compatibility 

- - - Yes? 

Website Yes Comms optional Yes 
 

Central comms network 

Installation service No Yes Yes (turnkey) Yes 

Built in feeder pillar Sometimes - No 
 

Yes 

Extensive reporting Yes No Yes Yes 

Support services Yes No 
 

Yes Yes – fault detection/ repair 

Flexible billing Yes No Yes Yes 

Online account Yes. EB Connect for 
customers and site 

No (optional comms) Chargevision for customer 
and site owner live map and 

Yes – Sat nav links to points. 
 I.phone apps coming soon 
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Feature Electromotive APT Chargemaster Pod-Point 

owners – mobile 
connections 

message when charged to 
phone 

 

Guarantee 1 year 1 year 3 years 3 years 

Main customers Local authorities Spain & N Europe 
(1350) 

Local authorities, 
supermarkets, independent 
companies 

Private companies.  Sainsbury’s, Best buy, 
Tesco’s, Councils, Transport for London 

Numbers of points in 
UK 

Approx. 150 listed on 
site.  London Boroughs.  
NE plugged in scheme 
1300 planned.  300 
across Europe. Ireland 
(Juicepoint) 

20 commissioned - 
Glasgow 

London (257?), Milton Keynes 
() & Oxford (20?) Plugged in 
schemes  1000’s planned 

74 (64 more commissioned) Ireland and 
Scotland, some in London 

Established 2003 New company 20 years 2 years 

Vandal proof Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Safety features Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Table 6 - Example comparison costs for 3kw installation 

 Elektromotive Pod-Point Chargepoint 

Cost per Unit 3000.00 3500.00 3584.53 

installation per unit 2500.00 2500.00 2500.00 

TRO legal order  500.00 500.00 500.00 

Total 6000.00 6500.00 6584.53 

 Ref Future Transport 

 

Costs are based on available data sourced from 

the desk based study mainly from the Transport 

for London guidance document.  Post suppliers 

do not publish their prices and have not been 

contacted (as agreed) to enquire as to specific 

costs or negotiate prices for bulk purchases.  

However, it is likely that the more points 

purchased the larger the unit price discount; as 

this is not assured, however, this is not allowed 

for in the calculations.  The business case is 

therefore outline.  

It appears that the costs for restricted access 

points of the 3 leading post suppliers are similar 

(ref Future Transport Systems Ltd) 

Each supplier has a good deal to offer this 

project and it would be counterproductive to 

dismiss any of them at this stage.  The choice of 

post supplier would be defined by the one who 

could help this project most effectively achieve 

its aims.  Further negotiation with suppliers is, 

therefore, necessary depending on the chosen 

option.   
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Project Development - Options 

There are two options available in developing a 

project which will serve the aspirations 

described by this report.  These are: 

 Leaving the market to decide 

 Or 

 Developing the EV structure through 

managed growth overseen by local 

interests. 

The only way to ensure that local interests are 

served is to follow the latter model.  The former 

may well provide sufficient EV infrastructure 

impact eventually; however, it is likely that such 

rural areas as large parts of Somerset are low 

on many of the priority areas for development.  

In addition, the controlling influence of its 

development is not necessarily contained within 

Somerset or with local interests who would 

benefit from its development.  The latter model, 

however, would provide this.  

(see Figure 5 - Comparison of Managed and 

Unmanaged local infrastructure development). 

In undertaking the development of EV 

infrastructure locally (Western Somerset), 

County-wise (Somerset), Regionally (South 

West) or nationally there is an inextricably link 

to the development of the vehicles and the 

development of other areas’ infrastructure.  

Inevitably, therefore, if EV becomes a significant 

contributor to the overall car market and its 

infrastructure becomes widespread, the roll-out 

of this project needs to be allowed to “spread 

out” geographically over a period of time.  This 

spreading out needs to happen in order that the 

“spreading out” from outside of the area 

doesn’t overpower  the aspirations of this 

project; ie that local interests are not 

undermined by external ones from other 

geographic areas or companies whose core 

interests don’t primarily serve the interests of 

the communities, businesses or people of 

Somerset. 

The generic “rolling out” of the project is set out 

in Figure 6 - EV roll-out from local to wider
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Figure 5 - Comparison of Managed and Unmanaged local infrastructure development 
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 Figure 6 - EV roll-out from local to wider 
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Benefits Dis-benefits 

This provides a low cost option, which is driven by “the 
market.”   

The future development of infrastructure will be 
defined through the growth of specific areas of 
infrastructure around catchments; for example, those 
being developed on Exmoor, infrastructure in 
Taunton or the particular needs of businesses or 
individuals.  There is therefore no added value to 
other agencies or owners necessarily.   Social benefit 
for those living in more deprived areas are not likely 
to be gained.  

Where there is deemed to be the necessity for points 
locally, then the pertinent agencies, private owners or 
initiatives will set them up.  

The requirement for points will be based on the needs 
of specific supplier of those points. 

In time, it is envisaged that larger organisations will 
become involved and develop an infrastructure based 
on their own needs or potential for profit. 
 

Individual points will be purchased and utilised by 
individual business and groups.  This lack of strategic 
approach will provide a slower uptake of points 
across the whole geographical area; particularly in 
more rural areas and an inequitable distribution of 
points; more in urban areas and with those who can 
afford to set them up and less to those not able to 
afford to develop their own points. 
 

 

This approach is likely to provide a range of 
approaches to design and manufacturers.  At worse, 
this is likely to mean a disincentive for visitors or 
users without the security of a single type of access 
point or, necessarily, a consistent point of contact. 

Table 7 - Option A - Do Nothing - Benefits and Dis-benefits 
 

Option A – Do Nothing – Benefits 

and Dis-benefits 
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Benefits Dis-benefits 

This approach provides a manageable area within which 
to contain a number of points.   

If the initial area is too small there are some doubts 
as to whether it has the critical mass to provide an 
incentive for investment in either capital or revenue 
costs. 
 

A local management group could oversee this at low 
cost. 

Providing consistency of approach across the area and 
potential link to neighbouring areas. 

Local people / groups could easily have a link into the 
project as it is not too large 

Planning and organization of such a scheme would 
require time and energy, publicity and negotiations 
with the numerous stakeholders and the costs would 
need to be underwritten. 
 

Support and investment (either capital or Membership) 
as the area widens (including Somerset then wider) is 
likely to promote support from Local Authorities and 
would be more likely to attract any funds as social 
benefit increases   

 

The potential for a large number of posts within a linked 
scheme would attract the interest and competiveness of 
the post manufacturers and it is envisaged that the 
electric supply companies and also the electric 
distribution network operators DNOs that overlap within 
the South West.   

 

As there would be considerable gains for tourism and 
business, it is likely that larger organisations investing in 
Tourism would be interested in becoming a partner 
within the scheme.   

 

Such a linked network within the South West would 
enable travel scope from the areas with existing and 
developing large schemes, such as London, Milton 
Keynes and Oxford and the North East 

 

Table 8 - Option B – Development of Managed Infrastructure Project 
 

Option B – Active Network   
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Infrastructure through a Local 

Enterprise Model  

In order for the local economy to benefit and to 

enable equitable access for all members of the 

community, it would be beneficial to 

incorporate all the electric points in an area by 

linking them together in terms of a “scheme.”  

This provides added value for individual electric 

point providers in being part of a recognised 

network and services and advertises to the 

network of users and other providers.  

  

The initial stage under this option has featured 

a network within the Western Somerset area.  

In addition, the district of Taunton Deane has 

been actively promoting the development of EV 

points.  It is being shown that each of the 

Districts within Somerset is keen to develop 

their own networks; however, their motivation 

would appear to be internally driven.  Their 

involvement in a network wider than their own 

geographical area could provide them with 

huge added value.  This can be provided 

particularly where there is recognition by those 

councils that EV infrastructure goes beyond 

merely benefitting their own fleets and 

becomes part of benefitting their own 

communities. 

 

The development of the network can easily 

begin with the keenest of the District joining; 

West Somerset and Taunton Deane being the 

most obvious at the time of this report.  With 

the benefits of this developing, it will become 

more apparent to the others about the benefits 

of the managing of the infrastructure; and so 

others join and the network develops. 

 

For other partners the strategic advantages of a 

network across the county are more obvious.  

Somerset County Council, as the Transport 

Authority, will need to assess its strategic 

advantage across a wide area.  The business and 

voluntary groups will also be able to see the 

overarching advantage to such an approach.  

However, as the District Councils have a more 

restricted geographic boundary it is worth 

assessing their particular position, below.  

Justification for District Councils 

through this approach 

The challenge for District Councils is the 

suggestion that there might be an additional 

resource to the cost of the EV points 

themselves.  The EV points can be easily 

justified, as they can be directly correlated to 

cost savings for the District Council fleets, for 

example; this does not require the development 

of an infrastructure, just the purchase and 

installation of individual EV points. 
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Independent development of networks by District 
Councils 

Development of District EV infrastructure as part 
of a larger Network 

Advantage Disadvantage Advantage Disadvantage 

Resources are specifically 
concentrated into own 
fleet 

Cannot take advantage of 
wider resources available – 
learning 

Very low cost to be part 
of wider EV Network 

More resource in terms of 
personnel 

All resource is 
concentrated on district 
only  

Cannot take advantage of 
wider resources available – 
discounts 

Direct learning from 
other partners 

Small additional cost to 
support network (although 
may be offset by other 
savings)  

Can develop (or not) EV 
infrastructure at own pace 
– not pressured by other 
members 

Can miss new 
developments taking place 
outside of the District 

Potential for discounts if 
joining with others – 
leverage via wider 
network on electricity 
cost 

 

Overall, in the short term, 
this is the cheapest option 

Not using common  / 
familiar technology can 
create inconsistencies in EV 
technology for public users 

Strategic thinking eased 
by working with business, 
community and transport 
authority 

 

    

Table 9 - Advantage of Wider Infrastructure to District Councils 

 

 

In the face of significant budget pressures, the 

justification for Local Authorities of anything 

beyond the simple installation of EV points on 

their own property needs to be argued in terms 

of greater economic savings or significant added 

value to the communities of the Districts in 

question. 

 

It should be stressed that the additional 

(marginal) cost to them to be involved in a 

wider infrastructure project (as opposed to 

merely putting in posts) is relatively low and the 

added value is significant.  This is likely to 

include a greater negotiating stance on the 

price of electricity and potentially for the price 

of hardware. 

Governance 

The core issues regarding the governance 

structure are that such a structure should 

contain a mixture of partners who represent the 

beneficiaries of the project and those who can 

contribute effectively to its delivery.  The 

purpose of the infrastructure project, with its 

focus on social and environmental issues as well 

as economic ones, suggests a Social Enterprise 

model.  It is likely that direct partners in such an 

organisation should represent a mixture of 
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those from the public sector, private sector and 

voluntary sector.  All three of these sectors 

would benefit from the scheme and would also 

contribute greatly to it.  As a core development 

to the scheme Local Authorities are in an ideal 

position to take a leading role in its 

development: 

 5 District Councils can initiate the 

installation of charging points on 

property under their control – ideally in 

publicly accessible positions where they 

can receive a share of the income from 

public charging but, at least, to make 

savings on their own vehicle fleet as 

they change to the cheaper (in overall 

revenue terms) EV vehicles. 

 Exmoor National Park Authority; in the 

same developmental lead described by 

District Councils, this can link to a 

number of initiatives being undertaken 

in the National Park as well as the 

development of their Environment 

Strategy.    

 Somerset County Council, as the 

Transport Authority, has a key role in 

linking this project to the development 

of the overarching transport network 

and other strategic developments in the 

county.  For their own part they also 

could reduce revenue costs within their 

own council vehicle fleet running on a 

developing EV structure.  

 The private sector: a range of individual 

interests, ranging from the tourist 

sector; using the availability of EV 

points to draw in customers; to 

transport companies attempting to 

reduce overheads.  In addition both the 

vehicles sales franchises and 

infrastructure manufacturers may gain 

and add value from being on the group. 

 The voluntary sector; a range of 

interests; from Community Transport 

Operations attempting to reduce 

overheads; to Environmental / 

Transition groups seeing the benefits to 

the environment and ameliorating the 

impacts of peak oil. 

 User Group; Local vehicle users, 

whether private or commercial will 

provide vital input to the group. 
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Business Model 

SWEC Project – Assumptions 

Project  

 Enterprise is run for a period of 5 years followed by review 

Governance 

Company structure  Community Interest Company  

Board members  District Councils, Transport Authority (Somerset County Council), Third Sector,  

   Participating Parish councils, Participating local businesses, funders,   

   participating electricity supply company (NB there is a legal restriction to Local  

   Authority membership on Company (CIC) Boards) 

Business  Contracted administration, logistics, post installation / technical support 
Management   
 
Ownership   Posts to be owned by SWEC and assets locked within the CIC, whilst enabling  

   trading and surplus generation for development of sustainable transport 

Future expansion 

 Set up a car club with a local electric car linking with local groups - car used to advertise scheme 

and sponsors 

 Expand scheme out to neighbouring counties 

Products 

Points on Wall (POW) Supply, installation and authorised certification service - supplied by SWEC 

Points in Ground (PIG) Supply, installation and authorised certification service - supplied by SWEC 
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Financing 

The following does not assume negotiation or agreement and is set out for demonstration purposes. 

 

Somerset County Council Payment for own posts, contribution to Administration, logistics,  

    technical / difficult sites  

Exmoor National Park  Payment for own posts, contribution to administration, logistics,  

    technical / specific sites / environmental aspects 

West Somerset District  Payment for own posts, contribution to administration 

Council 

Taunton Deane   Payment for own posts, contribution to administration 

Mendip    Payment for own posts, contribution to administration 

Sedgemoor   Payment for own posts, contribution to administration 

South Somerset   Payment for own posts, contribution to administration 

Electricity Companies  Contribution to technical / administrative function 

(With environmental  

credentials eg Ecotricity) 

Parish Councils   Payments for own posts 

Local business   Payment for own posts, contribution to network 

Third Sector   Payments for own posts, contribution to network (via own grant  

    funding) 

 

Operational detail 

SWEC to negotiate with electricity companies for reduced rate electric supply on behalf of members 

Fitting, servicing and certification of posts to be conducted under contract (set fees agreed for package 

each year) 

 

Project Initiation 

Technical expertise and experience - Reaction Electric 

 Organisational expertise and experience - Reaction Electric and Common Places  

Company set up, structure, legislation - Common Places  
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Funding – To be developed through Common Places and current Steering Group  

Financial Management and accounting - Common Places  

Board Direction and Experience - Current Steering Group, Reaction Electric, local businesses, local 

individuals, Common Places, funders 

 

Set up - capital costs 

County-wide - 36 charging points: 

 Total for each £3,200 x 3 per District plus 3 for Exmoor x 5 Districts plus Exmoor = £57,000 

 Legal agreements 

Office equipment - computer, printer/copier, software 

Working Capital 

Premises / Office facilities  

 

Set up – Revenue costs 

Set up of Community Interest Company, board, operational systems, structure, contracts, 

communications plan, marketing strategy and delivery 

Legal set up costs 

Call off services at 50% charge for first 2 years 
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Budget 

Estimated cost  

The administrative function will include the development of a sound communications strategy and 

marketing/PR campaign. 

Ultimately, an objective of this project will be business sustainability.  However, the cash inflows are 

slow and at a low level.  Therefore, the larger the geographic scope the better the probability of the 

return on investment.  The demonstration of increasing and staged cash flows, reliant on the “modular” 

nature of the business over a number of years is most likely to be how the business develops (see Figure 

7 - Increase in Project Value through modular growth, below).  The marketing of the idea is one based 

on the investment of capital at the beginning which will culminate in a slow return on investment; either 

in terms of revenue or value as part of social and environmental aspects.  

In addition, future developments may include community electric vehicle champions to encourage 

adoption of electric cars as a concentrated campaign – in schools, through local groups, businesses, in 

retail areas, for example.  Formation of a community action group would enable buyer groups to be 

formed and gain potential benefits; discounts, perhaps, with selected manufacturers.  A car share 

scheme could be formed and operated either by the group or by the Partnership generating income.  

Other activities would include a pioneering electric car/share/swap scheme with users from more 

distant geographical areas - where an individual could arrange exchange of electricity credits or straight 

swaps e.g. for a week’s holiday etc, for exchange commuting etc.  A car sharing scheme using electric 

cars has been carried out  in Belgium by The Societe Regionale d’Investissement de Bruxelles and Zen 

Car who have partnered to set up the scheme which will begin in March and may be supported by the 

state. 
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Figure 7 - Increase in Project Value through modular growth 
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Income and Expenditure Forecasts 



5 year Income and Expenditure

Income Projection SWEC - 5 year project - Summary
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total

Income
Somerset County Council (Transport Authority)
Infrastructure Development Cost 10000 5000 5000 2500
Taunton Deane
EV Points 9600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
West Somerset
EV Points 9600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Exmoor
EV Points 9600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Mendip
EV Points 9600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Sedgemoor
EV Points 9600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1000 1000 1000 1000
South Somerset
EV Points 9600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Parish Councils
EV Points 10400 10400 12200 11400
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 300 600 900 1200
Businesses
EV Points 11400 6400 8200 14600
SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 300 500 700 900

41,800       62,200                     28,900                     30,500                     34,100                     197,500       
Expenditure
Cost for post installation, purchase,  certification (RE contract) 28,800       50,600                     16,800                     20,400                     26,000                     
Servicing cost (per EV point) -             450                          1,200                       1,450                       1,700                       
Administration, finance, co-ordination (contracted out - includes office etc) 2,500         6,000                       6,000                       6,000                       6,000                       
Set up company, board, structure, operational systems (one off) 2,000         -                           -                           -                           -                           
Marketing 600            1,200                       1,200                       1,200                       1,200                       
Stationery 500            500                          500                          500                          500                          
Insurance 240            480                          480                          480                          480                          
Legal 500            500                          500                          500                          500                          
Website 1,000         500                          500                          500                          500                          

36,140       60,230                     27,180                     31,030                     36,880                     191,460       
-             -                           -                           -                           -                           

Cash surplus/Shortfall 5,660         1,970                       1,720                       530-                          2,780-                       
Cumulative cashflow 5,660         7,630                       9,350                       8,820                       6,040                       6,040           



Detailed Income and Expenditure

Income & Expenditure Projection SWEC - 5 years - Monthly Detail

Jun-11 Jul-11 Aug-11 Sep-11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11 Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 Apr-12 May-12

Income
Somerset County Council (Transport Authority)

Infrastructure Development Cost 10,000    

Taunton Deane

EV Points 3 (POWS) 9,600      

SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1,000      

West Somerset

EV Points 3 (POWS) 9,600      

SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1,000      

Exmoor

EV Points 3 (POWS) 9,600      

SWEC Contract (incl renewals) 1,000      

Mendip

EV Points 3 (POWS)

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Sedgemoor

EV Points 3 (POWS)

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

South Somerset

EV Points 3 (POWS)

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Parish Councils

EV Points 50/50% PIGS / POWS

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Businesses

EV Points 30/70% PIGS / POWS

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

-           -           -           -           -           10,000    10,600    -           10,600    10,600    -           -           

Expenditure
Cost for post installation, purchase,  certification (RE contract) 9,600      9,600      9,600      

Servicing cost (per EV point) 50

Administration, finance, co-ordination (contracted out - includes office etc) 
6000

500          500          500          500          500          

Set up company, board, structure, operational systems (one off) 2,000      

Marketing 2500 100          100          100          100          100          100          

Stationery 500 500          

Insurance 500 40            40            40            40            40            40            

Legal 500 500          -           -           -           -           -           

Website £1000 capital cost 1,000      

-           -           -           -           -           -           13,740    640          10,240    10,240    640          640          

-                                     -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

Cash surplus/Shortfall -                                     -           -           -           -           -           10,000    3,140-      640-          360          360          640-          640-          

Cumulative cashflow -                                     -           -           -           -           -           10,000    6,860      6,220      6,580      6,940      6,300      5,660      



Detailed Income and Expenditure

Income & Expenditure Projection SWEC - 5 years - Monthly Detail

Income
Somerset County Council (Transport Authority)

Infrastructure Development Cost

Taunton Deane

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

West Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Exmoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Mendip

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Sedgemoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

South Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Parish Councils

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Businesses

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Expenditure
Cost for post installation, purchase,  certification (RE contract)

Servicing cost (per EV point)

Administration, finance, co-ordination (contracted out - includes office etc) 

Set up company, board, structure, operational systems (one off)

Marketing

Stationery

Insurance

Legal

Website

Cash surplus/Shortfall

Cumulative cashflow

Jun-12 Jul-12 Aug-12 Sep-12 Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12 Jan-13 Feb-13 Mar-13 Apr-13 May-13

5,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

9,600      

1,000      

9,600      

1,000      

9,600      

1,000      

3,200      3,200      4,000      

100          100          100          

5,000      3,200      3,200      

100          100          100          

3,300      5,100      -           10,600    13,900    15,600    4,300      -           5,100      1,000      3,300      -           

3,200      5,000      9,600      12,800    9,600      3,200      4,000      3,200      

150          150          150          

500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          

100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          

500          

40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            

500          

500          

3,840      5,640      640          10,240    13,440    10,240    5,490      640          4,790      790          3,840      640          

-           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

540-          540-          640-          360          460          5,360      1,190-      640-          310          210          540-          640-          

5,120      4,580      3,940      4,300      4,760      10,120    8,930      8,290      8,600      8,810      8,270      7,630      



Detailed Income and Expenditure

Income & Expenditure Projection SWEC - 5 years - Monthly Detail

Income
Somerset County Council (Transport Authority)

Infrastructure Development Cost

Taunton Deane

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

West Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Exmoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Mendip

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Sedgemoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

South Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Parish Councils

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Businesses

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Expenditure
Cost for post installation, purchase,  certification (RE contract)

Servicing cost (per EV point)

Administration, finance, co-ordination (contracted out - includes office etc) 

Set up company, board, structure, operational systems (one off)

Marketing

Stationery

Insurance

Legal

Website

Cash surplus/Shortfall

Cumulative cashflow

Jun-13 Jul-13 Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14

5,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

4,000      3,200      3,200      

200          200          200          

3,200      3,200      

100          100          100          100          100          

4,200      100          -           4,300      4,400      6,000      1,100      -           4,400      4,300      100          -           

4,000      3,200      3,200      3,200      3,200      

50            50            150          200          150          200          200          150          50            

500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          

100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          

500          

40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            

500          

500          

4,690      690          640          3,990      4,040      790          2,340      640          4,040      3,990      690          640          

-           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

490-          590-          640-          310          360          5,210      1,240-      640-          360          310          590-          640-          

7,140      6,550      5,910      6,220      6,580      11,790    10,550    9,910      10,270    10,580    9,990      9,350      



Detailed Income and Expenditure

Income & Expenditure Projection SWEC - 5 years - Monthly Detail

Income
Somerset County Council (Transport Authority)

Infrastructure Development Cost

Taunton Deane

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

West Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Exmoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Mendip

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Sedgemoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

South Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Parish Councils

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Businesses

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Expenditure
Cost for post installation, purchase,  certification (RE contract)

Servicing cost (per EV point)

Administration, finance, co-ordination (contracted out - includes office etc) 

Set up company, board, structure, operational systems (one off)

Marketing

Stationery

Insurance

Legal

Website

Cash surplus/Shortfall

Cumulative cashflow

Jun-14 Jul-14 Aug-14 Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14 Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15

2,500      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

4,000      5,000      3,200      

300          300          300          

5,000      3,200      

100          100          100          100          100          100          100          

4,300      100          5,100      1,100      6,300      3,500      1,100      -           7,800      1,100      100          -           

4,000      5,000      5,000      6,400      

100          50            200          250          150          200          250          200          50            

500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          

100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          

500          

40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            

500          

500          

4,740      690          5,640      840          5,890      790          2,340      640          7,290      840          690          640          

-           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

440-          590-          540-          260          410          2,710      1,240-      640-          510          260          590-          640-          

8,910      8,320      7,780      8,040      8,450      11,160    9,920      9,280      9,790      10,050    9,460      8,820      



Detailed Income and Expenditure

Income & Expenditure Projection SWEC - 5 years - Monthly Detail

Income
Somerset County Council (Transport Authority)

Infrastructure Development Cost

Taunton Deane

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

West Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Exmoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Mendip

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Sedgemoor

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

South Somerset

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Parish Councils

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Businesses

EV Points

SWEC Contract (incl renewals)

Expenditure
Cost for post installation, purchase,  certification (RE contract)

Servicing cost (per EV point)

Administration, finance, co-ordination (contracted out - includes office etc) 

Set up company, board, structure, operational systems (one off)

Marketing

Stationery

Insurance

Legal

Website

Cash surplus/Shortfall

Cumulative cashflow

Jun-15 Jul-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Oct-15 Nov-15 Dec-15 Jan-16 Feb-16 Mar-16 Apr-16 May-16

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

1,000      

3,200      3,200      5,000      

400          400          400          

8,200      6,400      

100          200          100          100          100          200          100          

3,600      100          8,400      1,100      4,600      1,000      1,100      -           6,500      7,600      100          -           

3,200      8,200      3,200      5,000      6,400      

150          50            50            200          300          150          200          350          200          50            

500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          500          

100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          100          

500          

40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            40            

500          

500          

3,990      690          8,890      840          4,140      790          2,340      640          5,990      7,240      690          640          

-           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

390-          590-          490-          260          460          210          1,240-      640-          510          360          590-          640-          

8,430      7,840      7,350      7,610      8,070      8,280      7,040      6,400      6,910      7,270      6,680      6,040      
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